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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a novel parallel and interactive SPH simulation and rendering method on the GPU using CUDA which allows for high quality visualization. The crucial particle neighborhood search is based on Z-indexing and parallel sorting which eliminates GPU memory overhead due to grid or hierarchical data structures. Furthermore, it overcomes limitations imposed by shading languages allowing it to be very flexible and approaching the practical limits of modern graphics hardware. For visualizing the SPH simulation we introduce a new rendering pipeline. In the first step, all surface particles are efficiently extracted from the SPH particle cloud exploiting the simulation data. Subsequently, a partial and therefore fast distance field volume is rasterized from the surface particles. In the last step, the distance field volume is directly rendered using state-of-the-art GPU raycasting. This rendering pipeline allows for high quality visualization at very high frame rates.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—SPH Simulation, Raycasting, Surface Reconstruction

1. Introduction
Physically-based real-time simulations of fluids have a wide range of applications in computer graphics like computer games, medical simulators, and virtual reality applications. Real-time constraints, however, required in the past low fluid resolutions resulting in poor physical and visual results. The particle-based fluid solver Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), needs a large number of particles to achieve smooth surfaces and to resolve fine-scale surface details. To accelerate the simulation, enabling real-time simulation with a higher particle resolution, we have implemented the SPH fluid solver and particle rendering on the GPU. Although executing the SPH physics on the GPU accelerates the simulation compared to a CPU implementation [AIY∗04, HKK07b, ZSP08], previous solutions come with a number of limitations. The main disadvantage is that the common grid based approach overestimates the memory consumption per grid cell a priori, thus excess use of GPU memory cannot be avoided. Furthermore, these approaches are highly constrained in their choice and usage of problem attributes with respect to functionalities allowed by shader languages.

To cope with these issues, we present a novel CUDA based parallel SPH implementation. The approach relies only on basic CUDA structures like textures and arrays and hence is very flexible and generic and can therefore accommodate any extra attributes. Spatial indexing and search is built upon Z-indexing that eliminates use of buckets and allows to determine the neighborhood set of a particle in constant time without wasting space. All other computations, which include sorting particles, are done on the GPU avoiding any CPU-GPU transfer overhead. As a result, the approach produces more efficient results for a similar particle count than state-of-the-art real-time SPH simulation methods. Also our solution can be used for offline SPH simulation of larger particle counts than existing GPU based methods. Alternately, the available free graphics memory can be used for visualization purposes together with simulation.

Once the physical simulation is completed, the resulting particle cloud needs to be visualized. However, visualizing the particles comprises the explicit or implicit reconstruction of the surface of the particle cloud. Many of the pro-
posed methods for explicit surface reconstruction include expensive calculations and preprocessing and are therefore not suitable for visualization at interactive frame rates. Furthermore, many existing methods cannot be applied to a particle fluid which consists of multiple surfaces, splashes and individual droplets. For that reason, one of the most popular methods to render particles are metaballs [Bli82] which, however, suffers from overly bumpy surfaces.

In this paper we present a new, efficient rendering pipeline that allows for high quality visualization at very high frame rates. The rendering pipeline consists of several steps including the interactive generation of a distance field volume as core step. First, the surface particles have to be extracted from the simulation particle cloud though. The criterion whether a particle is a surface particle is its deviation from the center of mass of the local neighborhood in combination with the overall number of particles in the local neighborhood. The optimal reuse of the simulation data makes this selection very fast. After the surface particles are extracted, a distance field volume is generated by rasterizing the surface point cloud into a volume with scalar values. The values are the minimal square distance to the nearest particle by rasterizing each particle at its position and updating the neighborhood within a predefined radius for the minimal square distance. Thereafter, the normals for lighting are estimated by calculating the gradient based on central differences of the distance field volume. All this is done entirely in parallel on the GPU using CUDA as well. Once the distance field is completed, we render the distance field volume using current state of the art GPU raycasting. The actual color of a pixel depends upon the transfer function. The transfer function is a function of the distance to the nearest particle in the distance field volume. This allows for rendering of soft surfaces and easy visualization of bubbles inside the particle cloud.

The contributions of our visualization are manifold. We introduce a new rendering pipeline consisting of fast surface particle extraction, partial distance field generation and direct volume raycasting. This voxel based approach is not only very fast but opens a whole range of opportunities like transfer function application, easy refractions and Fresnel effects as shown in Figure 7. Constructing the distance field is a fast way to extract a volume from the particle cloud and has, to our knowledge, not been done for SPH visualization so far. The advantage of a distance field is that a voxel is only dependent on the nearest particle. Therefore, it is possible to construct the distance field only where really needed to achieve a better performance.

The main contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows. We present
1. a novel, memory-optimized SPH implementation using Z-indexing, and
2. a rendering pipeline based on a minimal distance field volume.

All steps of the simulation and visualization are fully executed on the GPU avoiding any CPU-GPU transfer overhead. We show that with our system we are able to simulate and render 255K particles at interactive frame rates. The performance data of our implementation shows that our system is faster than previous GPU implementations claiming the same simulation quality and stability as ours. In [ZSP08] a higher simulation performance is reached but only at the cost of excessive memory consumption and by introducing simplifications that can lead to stability problems [SP08]. Our approach facilitates a much higher particle resolution, produces better simulation results and incorporates a fast rendering pipeline with an inspiring image quality.

2. Related Work

Simulating fluid motion using SPH was introduced in astrophysics [Mon92] and successfully used in computer graphics to simulate a few thousand particles at interactive frame rates [MCG03]. Performance improvements were obtained by using adaptive particle sizes [APK07], and by enforcing incompressibility by applying a local prediction-correction scheme to determine the particle pressures [SP09]. While these implementations run completely on the GPU, the GPU was used in addition in [AY04] to speed-up the execution. In their work, the neighbor search is computed on the GPU while the standard SPH physics computation is done on the GPU. Similar to our work, [HKK07b, ZSP08] execute all steps of the computation on the GPU. In these methods, a grid-based structure is used to simplify the shader based neighbor search. The drawback of grid structures, however, is that they use too much memory as buckets are allocated with predefined capacity. In a typical simulation, many of these buckets are not used hence the occupied GPU memory cannot be used for any other purpose. Another issue with these approaches is that shader languages make an efficient mapping of the problem difficult and are limited in their usage of problem attributes.

While [ZHWHG08] present a method to efficiently construct a real-time KD-Tree on the GPU, it is well known that hierarchical data structures are not the best for SPH like computations [HKK07a]. On the other hand, the sliced data structure proposed by [HKK07a] might not only end up using as much memory as the grid volume itself in the worst case, but it might make direct mapping of SPH onto CUDA more complicated. Though the simulation of simple particle interactions has been done on CUDA [NV10] using a uniform grid structure with an upper bound of 8 neighboring particles, there is no other work besides [HKK07b, ZSP08] leveraging its huge computation power for SPH simulation.

Visualizing a particle cloud can be done in many different ways but few of them are suitable for rendering at interactive frame rates. A classical method is to extract a polygonal mesh of an iso-surface using marching cubes [LC87]. The particle cloud has to be transformed into a 3D scalar field submitted to Eurographics/ACM SIGGRAPH Symposium on Computer Animation (2010)
that is suitable for marching cubes and marching cubes itself has to be performed fast enough. There are GPU implementations of marching cubes like [DZTS07] to speed it up. The MLS surface introduced in [Lev03] can be used for reconstructing a surface without a polygonal mesh. The projection procedure of MLS is quite expensive and not suitable for interactive applications. Many improvements have been proposed like point set surfaces [AK04] or algebraic point set surfaces [GG07, GGG08], which greatly enhance the performance and enable interactive applications. However, most of them still presume particle normals to be pre-calculated. Even though there are fast methods to calculate particle normals like the color field approach presented in [Mor00], the resulting normals are of low quality in regions with a weak particle density. Nevertheless, the biggest issue with point set surfaces surfaces is that in many cases the particle cloud does not form a smooth, manifold surface or no surface at all and not all particles may lie on the surface. According to our experiments, this causes bad results in these critical areas. The point set surface operator often needs many time consuming iterations or does not converge at all and even if it converges, the reconstructed surface doesn’t form a plausible liquid surface because of the wrong input points.

Other method for visualizing a particle cloud include metaballs [Bli82]. The concept of metaballs is quite closely related to the concept of SPH and therefore well suitable. In [ZSP08] an approach is presented for rendering a SPH simulation using metaballs on the GPU. Kanamori et al. [KSN08] showed how a large number of metaballs can be rendered using raycasting. Unfortunately, metaballs cannot hide their structure even if several 10k particles are used for the simulation. Points as a rendering primitives have been successfully used to render high quality surfaces and could also be employed for rendering particle clouds, see [GP07]. In [IDYN08] point primitives are used for rendering of water surfaces. Unfortunately, point-based methods also rely on accurate particle normals and effects like the surface of a transparent liquid with (multiple) refractions are difficult to implement. In [YHK09] a voxel based method has been present recently. They construct a density field in two stages. First they construct a rough approximation which they refine later on. The finished density field is then rendered using standard GPU raycasting. With their approach they can render liquids with multiple refractions at interactive frame rates.

3. Physical Simulation

The computationally most expensive part in SPH simulation is the neighborhood search, performed on each particle for every time step. Fixed grids have commonly been used to allocate particles to buckets for fast spatial range queries. However, the number of buckets grows too quickly with the count of particles and extent of the simulation domain to maintain this concept on the GPU with its limited memory.

We present a method which performs the entire SPH computation on the GPU using CUDA, not only optimizing the neighborhood search, both in terms of space and time overhead, but also accelerating the expensive SPH computations. The efficient neighborhood search also supports subsequent surface particle extraction used in the visualization part.

3.1. Neighbor Search

Our approach introduces an efficient Z-indexing [Mor66] in the context of range queries which enables obtaining a neighborhood set for a particle without any space overhead. The simulation domain is divided into a virtual indexing grid in $X, Y, Z$ along each of the dimensions, and the grid location of a particle is used to determine its bit-interleaved Z-index, see also Figure 1. The Z-index can be computed very efficiently using a table lookup approach. We can observe that all particles lying within any power-of-two sized aligned block have contiguous Z-indices.

![Figure 1: Z-indices of particles falling within an aligned block of some power of 2 are contiguous, and can be constructed using bit-interleaving from grid locations.](image)

For range queries given a radius $R$, the global support radius of the SPH simulation, we determine the nearest power-of-two block size $S$ in the indexing grid domain. The starting Z-index $s$ of any block of size $S$ can easily be determined and particles falling into that block form a sequence between $s$ and $s + S^3$.

At the start of each time step, the Z-indices of all particles are calculated in parallel. Furthermore, the particles are then sorted using parallel radix-sort in CUDA [LG07]. Hence for each block we just need to determine the index
of its first particle and the number of particles it contains. This is accomplished by launching as many CUDA threads as there are number of particles wherein each particle determines its block. Whereas the first particle in a block can be determined using the atomicMin operation in CUDA, the number of particles is found by incrementing a particle count with atomicInc. Thus each particle updates both the starting index and particle count of its block in the list \( B \), which is of size \( |B| = \left( \frac{S}{B} \right)^3 \) (assuming a simulation domain grid dimension \( X_{\text{max}} \)).

For the subsequent steps, we have the information of the starting index of every block in \( B \) and the number of particles in it. Populated blocks are split if holding more than some number of particles and compacted to a set of non-empty CUDA blocks \( B' \) as necessary. Each of these blocks has at most \( N \) CUDA threads which is the maximum number of particles per block. Each thread is responsible to copy particles iteratively from one of its \( 27 \) neighboring blocks in \( B \), and including itself, into the shared memory of its own CUDA block in \( B' \) as illustrated in Figure 3. Alternating with this copy process, each CUDA thread computes the physical attributes for one particle in its block in \( B' \), see also the algorithm in Figure 4. Therefore, each particle effectively ends up interacting with slightly more others than its actual SPH neighbors. But this way we avoid duplicate copying and hence expensive global memory accesses as well as duplicate particle interactions since:

1. Each particle is copied into a block’s shared memory exactly once.
2. Each copied particle in shared memory is used by all other threads or particles in that block once.

**Figure 2:** For each non-empty block in \( B \), a CUDA block is generated in \( B' \) and launched with \( N \) threads (\( N = 4 \) here).

Many blocks may contain fewer than \( N \) particles but still run \( N \) threads. However, a thread with thread-id \( tid \) will not be completely idle as long as the particle count in the current block is equal to greater than \( tid \), or \( tid < 27 \) in which case the thread has to copy particles from neighboring blocks.

Thus as mentioned above in order to keep track of a block, we just need two attributes and therefore the space required to maintain all blocks is only \( 2 \times B \) for \( |B| \) grid blocks in the simulation domain. Note that blocks refer to their particles only by index, using the starting particle and number of particles in a block, and that particles are maintained in a CUDA attributes array. Moreover, as we show in Section 3.3 block computations can be carried out within the memory used for particle attributes and we do not need any extra memory allocated for it.

**Figure 3:** Each CUDA thread in a block computes attributes for one particle and at the same time copies particles from a neighboring block into its shared memory.

### 3.2. Density and Force Computation

The first step in SPH simulation is the density computation of Equation 1 (see also [Mon92]) where \( m_j \) refers to the mass of particle at position \( r_j \) and \( W(r, h) \) is the smoothing kernel with core radius \( h \).

\[
\rho_i = \sum_j m_j W(r_i - r_j, h)
\]

Since our simulation domain is divided into blocks of size equal to or greater than the global support radius, the neighbors to any particle in a block for density or force computation, lie no farther than the particles in its immediate neighbor blocks, see also Figure 3. Each of the \( N \) threads in a CUDA kernel block copies one particle at a time from a neighboring block to its shared memory and at the same time computes physical attributes for one particle in the current block. In each iteration, every particle in the current block thus updates its density with all the particles copied into shared memory which are at a distance less than or equal to global support radius.

The computed densities from the last step are made available as CUDA textures for force computation. Each particle repeats the same procedure as above for accessing neighbors and their new densities, calculates the force using Equation 2 where \( \rho_j \) refers to density of a particle, \( p_i \) to pressure and \( \nabla W(r, h) \) to the gradient of the smoothing kernel. Thereafter it updates its own position and Z-index. In a CUDA kernel block, each thread also computes attributes like inverse density once and stores them in the shared memory. This way we optimize by reducing expensive operations like division, since similar to density its inverse value is also used by all the threads of block. Finally, each thread writes the computed attributes for its particle to the global memory.

\[ f_{\text{pressure}} = -\sum_{j} \frac{m_j}{\rho_j} \frac{(p_i + p_j)}{2} \nabla W(r - r_j, h) \] (2)

Since the updated density values are required for force kernels, density and force computation cannot be clubbed together in a single CUDA procedure and therefore, have to be launched separately as different kernels. This necessitates neighbor finding and copying into the shared memory separately in each procedure. However, in our case neighbor finding is inexpensive and does not hurt the overall performance.

3.3. CUDA Computation

Figure 4 outlines the basic steps of our CUDA SPH algorithm. All the global look-up tables for SPH kernel computations are generated beforehand and kept in constant memory. We avoid bit operations in Z-indexing (Figure 1) by computing interleaved bitwise representations of all possible grid values along any \( x \), \( y \) and \( z \) dimension and storing them as CUDA texture. The Z-index value for a given position \((r_x, r_y, r_z)\) on the grid can be obtained by bitwise OR of these texture look-ups.

For the physics part, our implementation requires four ping-pong CUDA arrays: first for radix-sort, second for position and Z-index, third for velocity and pressure, fourth for density. Since it could be the case that global memory accesses are not coalesced, we obtain the old attribute values from CUDA texture arrays (i.e. particle positions, densities) while we write updated values into the ping-pong arrays. These two sets of CUDA arrays reverse their role every frame as readable textures and writable global memory. Since force values are not required outside the force kernel, we do not need any global memory for them. Also, we avoid allocating separate memory for block computations by doing it in the same CUDA array as we use for radix-sort. Once updated particle positions are copied to the position array, the radix-sort array is free and can be used for block computations. Hence, no extra space is in fact needed for blocks maintenance.

4. Rendering

For visualizing the simulated particle data we introduce a new, voxel-based rendering pipeline. Voxel based approaches have the advantage that no explicit surface reconstruction is required and that estimating surface normals is quite easy. Furthermore, there is no limitation to a single, closed surface, e.g. bubbles in the liquid can easily be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be computed. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered. The rendering pipeline consists of three parts: surface particle extraction, distance field volume generation and GPU raycasting. Our approach is very flexible in terms of trading performance for quality and vice versa. If a higher rendering quality is desired, a larger distance field can be rendered.

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textbf{ComputePhysics}\()
\begin{algorithmic}
\ State all particles from CPU to GPU memory
\foreach frame \{
\begin{itemize}
\item \texttt{Z-index and Sorting ——}\n\item Calculate Z-indices for particles
\item Sort them using radix-sort
\item Copy sorted particles in the ping pong array
\item Make CUDA texture of sorted particle positions
\end{itemize}
\end{algorithmic}
\begin{itemize}
\item \texttt{Block Generation ——}\n\begin{itemize}
\item Create blocks from sorted particles by determining
\item for \( B \) : Number of blocks identified
\item Split all blocks containing more than \( N \) particles each
\item \( B' \) : Number of compacted blocks after splitting
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \texttt{Density Computation ——}\n\begin{itemize}
\item Launch \( B' \) CUDA kernels with \( N \) threads each
\item for \( B \) CUDA block
\begin{itemize}
\item Determine \( M \) : max particles in neighbors
\item \( N \) : particles in current block
\begin{itemize}
\item for \( i = 0 \) to \( M \)
\begin{itemize}
\item Copy a particle from neighboring blocks 0 to 26
\item (one per thread) to its own shared memory
\item \texttt{syncthreads()}
\end{itemize}
\item for \( j = 0 \) to \( N \)
\begin{itemize}
\item Compute new densities from new copied neighbors in shared memory
\item \texttt{Write updated densities to global memory}
\item Make CUDA texture of newly computed densities
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \texttt{Force Computation ——}\n\begin{itemize}
\item Launch \( B' \) CUDA kernels with \( N \) threads each
\item for \( B \) CUDA block
\begin{itemize}
\item Determine \( M \) : max particles in neighbors
\item \( N \) : particles in current block
\begin{itemize}
\item for \( i = 0 \) to \( M \)
\begin{itemize}
\item Copy a particle from neighboring blocks 0 to 26
\item (one per thread) to its own shared memory
\item \texttt{syncthreads()}
\end{itemize}
\item for \( j = 0 \) to \( N \)
\begin{itemize}
\item Compute new forces using texture densities
\item \texttt{Handle collisions and boundary forces}
\item \texttt{Update particle positions}
\item \texttt{Write updated positions to global memory}
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{enumerate}
\end{algorithm}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{algorithm}
\caption{Algorithm for CUDA SPH Physics computation}
\end{figure}
used and the simple raycaster can be enhanced by features
known from raytracers like support for multiple refractions
and reflections. In fact, our raycaster does support multiple
refractions, Fresnel effects and environment mapping and
still achieves very good frame rates (see also Figure 7).

The core part of our rendering pipeline is the construc-
tion of the distance field volume. Our distance field approach
allows us to construct the distance field volume only par-
tially making it cheap compared to other methods like den-
sity fields. Since the cost is directly related to the number of
particles, we reduce them by extracting only the surface par-
ticles once the simulation step is done. Only these remaining
surface particles are used to generate the distance field. The
distance field volume is then directly rendered using raycast-
ing (Figure 6). Samples along the ray are classified by apply-
ing a transfer function, illuminated and composited together
resulting in the final color value.

4.1. Surface Particle Extraction

After the physical simulation step, the surface particles are
extracted. The particles that do not lie on the surface are
not required for the visualization and can thus be omitted.
It makes the visualization much faster because the genera-
tion cost of the distance field is closely related to the number
of particles. The extraction of the surface particles follows
the method presented in [ZSP08]. A particle \( i \) is considered
to be a surface particle if its distance to the center of mass
\( r_{CM, i} \), of its neighborhood is larger than a certain threshold.
The center of mass can be determined by summing up the
positions \( r_j \) in \( i \)'s neighborhood weighted by their mass \( m_j \).

\[
r_{CM, i} = \frac{\sum_j m_j r_j}{\sum_j m_j}
\]

However, Equation 3 fails to detect surface particles in ar-
reas where only a few particles are present and that is why an
additional constraint is added. If for a particle \( i \) the number of
neighbors is below a user defined threshold, \( i \) is always
considered to be a surface particle. Because the neighbor-
hood has already to be calculated in the physics simulation,
this method for extracting surface particles is quite efficient.
It employs the same pattern as for the density and force com-
putation. However, the result depends heavily on the defined
thresholds and is not always perfect. This is not a problem
for our rendering method, but it could be an issue for other
methods which rely on the invariant that particles correctly
belong to the surface. Our surface particle extraction is im-
plemented entirely on the GPU using CUDA. For each par-
ticle and its neighbors, the number of particles in the neigh-
borhood and the center of mass are determined respectively.
If the particle belongs to the surface it is written to an output
array and omitted otherwise.

4.2. Distance Field Generation

A distance field is a scalar field where the values represent
the distance to the nearest surface, with a distinction between
signed and unsigned distance fields. Because the relation if a
particular spatial position lies inside or outside the fluid can-
not easily be derived, we use an unsigned distance field. We
note that constructing an entire distance field is prohibitively
expensive. However, since for a distance field a voxel value
is in fact only dependent on the nearest particles, we can af-
ford to only rasterize the distance field in the areas required
for rendering, i.e. the fluid surface.

Our distance field consists of a uniformly spaced grid. The
grid size has a major impact not only on performance but
also on image quality. A larger grid results in a better image
quality but requires much more time to construct. In fact,
the number of operations raises cubically with the grid di-

dimension. But the grid size is not the only factor regarding
the time needed for constructing the distance field. Also the
number of particles heavily influences the required time. For
practical reasons we are typically using a \( 64^3 \) grid, as it has
shown to be the best compromise in most cases.

Several methods have been proposed for fast distance
fields construction on the GPU such as [SOM04, FL08].
Though, most of the proposed methods assume construction
of a distance field from a triangle mesh. In contrast, we con-
struct a distance field from the surface particle cloud and fur-
ther, we do not require a full-fledged distance field, which
allows for optimizations. The construction of the distance
field depends on the transfer function used during raycast-
ing in the final rendering step. Not all distance values are of
interest since values for which the transfer function maps to
zero opacity are not significant. Moreover, the actual trans-
fer function mapping of the distance values itself is not im-
portant as long as it is consistent. Consequently only those
distance field areas have to be rasterized where they map
to relevant transfer function values. For a typical Gaussian,
or otherwise narrow-band transfer function for displaying a
surface, the relevant transfer function values may only occur
in a small band \( r_{min} \) to \( r_{max} \) around the surface particles as
indicated in Figure 5.

In our approach the distance field volume is initialized
with a maximum value. An imaginary box with radius \( r \)
around each extracted surface particle is then rasterized into
the distance field. The radius \( r \) of this box depends on the
particle density and transfer function, and has to prevent any
preliminary clipping. Within a particle’s box, for each voxel
the distance \( d \) to the particle is calculated. If \( d \) lies in the in-

terval \( [r_{min}, r_{max}] \) the voxel value \( d_v \) is updated according
the following equation:

\[
d_v = \min \bigg( d, \frac{d_v^{old}}{d} \bigg)
\]

If \( d > r_{max} \) nothing is done and if \( d < r_{min} \) then \( d_v \) is set to
the minimal distance. \( r_{max} = r\sqrt{3} \), whereas \( r_{min} \) corre-
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the same as every value $< r_{\text{min}}$ minus the radius used for gradient estimation. Otherwise the gradients may be impaired depending on the particular application.

The distance field generation is implemented entirely in CUDA on the GPU. It is very challenging to optimize this process for memory access patterns in CUDA. Hence we rasterize only the minimal set of surface particles required for rendering as described above keeping overall memory access low. Rasterization takes place into a mapped pixel buffer object, which can later be bound as an OpenGL 3D texture. In principal, all data can stay in GPU memory and no copying has to be performed. Unfortunately on few hardware platforms this does not seem to be the case and we suspect unoptimized or faulty graphics drivers.

### 4.3. GPU Raycasting

Eventually the distance field is rendered using GPU raycasting. Ray casting [SSKE05] has become the preferred way for direct volume rendering and can also be employed for isosurface rendering [HSS*05]. Ray casting is based on the light emission and absorption model [Max95] and the volume rendering integral [Mor04] respectively. For each pixel of the image plane a ray from the viewpoint is shot through the volume and samples are taken along the ray, see also Figure 6.

Each sample on a ray is mapped from the scalar voxel field value to an $(r,g,b,a)$ tuple according to the transfer function. The necessary normal for lighting calculations can be approximated by the volume gradient using central differences where $\rho$ denotes the voxel value:

$$
\nabla \rho_{i,j,k} = \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial y}, \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \right) 
\approx \left( \frac{\rho_{i+1,j,k} - \rho_{i-1,j,k}}{2}, \frac{\rho_{i,j+1,k} - \rho_{i,j-1,k}}{2}, \frac{\rho_{i,j,k+1} - \rho_{i,j,k-1}}{2} \right)
$$

The final color for each pixel is derived by compositing the samples together along the ray.

Raycasting on the GPU has become very efficient with the advent of GPU support for real loops. For each pixel a shader is executed which basically consists of a loop where samples along the ray are taken, mapped, shaded and composited together. The rays are commonly initialized by rasterizing the front and the back of a bounding geometry into two textures respectively. Its color is defined by the interpolated 3D coordinates of the bounding geometry. Thus the direction vectors of rays can directly be extracted by taking the difference between the front and back colors for each pixel. The simplest bounding geometry is a cube enclosing the distance field volume. Such a bounding box is easy and fast to rasterize but contains the inherent disadvantage of potentially covering large empty regions. This can be avoided by rasterizing a more complex bounding geometry. For each extracted surface particle a small bounding box can be rasterized resulting in a relatively tight overall bounding geometry. We implement this approach efficiently by binding the buffer containing the extracted surface particles as a vertex buffer object and render the particles as simple points, and a geometry shader generates the small bounding boxes on-the-fly. The rasterization overhead is typically outweighed by the gainings in raycasting.

Sampling along the rays using 3D texture lookups is the core part of GPU raycasting. Since we use an unsigned distance field no distinction between inside/outside is needed. The applied sampling frequency has a direct impact on the performance as well as the image quality. 250 samples per unit distance turned out to be sufficient for most transfer functions. Sampling can be terminated once a pixel becomes opaque. We implemented GPU raycasting using regular GLSL shaders and a Phong like lighting model. We also implemented multiple refractions and Fresnel effects based on the gradient. Additionally we use environment mapping and partly mix the environment to the color of the samples defined by the transfer function.
5. Results

We have implemented and tested both SPH simulation and rendering using OpenGL, GLSL and CUDA 2.3 on two different platforms:

1. MAC OS X 10.5.8, 2 X 2.66 GHz Dual-Core Intel Xeon and NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT with 512 MB VRAM
2. Linux, 2.93 GHz Core i7 and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 with 1 GB VRAM

The virtual grid size for Z-indexing is kept at the same fine resolution of $1024^3$ throughout the experiments. Since we need only 10 bits to represent a particle’s grid position along any direction, all bits of a Z-index can be packed into a single 32-bit integer. Throughout our experiments, all CUDA blocks for SPH computation have a block dimension of 64 which we have verified to be a good size experimentally. Also since the block size $S$ is dependent on global support radius $R$, it is important to choose parameters such that the difference between the projection of global support radius on grid and its closest power of 2 is minimal.

For testing the SPH simulation and rendering we have used two different setups. The first scene consists of a water block collapsing due to gravity as in Figure 7. The particle count of the water block can be chosen initially and stays constant during the simulation. This does not apply for the number of extracted surface particles, which depends on the actual surface and changes every frame. The second scene consists of a water-jet filling a basin as in Figures 8 and 9. There the number of particles changes during the simulation but is limited by an upper bound. Scene 1 is more suitable for performance measurements. We have measured the performance for different particle counts as well as for the different stages of simulation and rendering as can be seen in Tables 1 and 2. For rendering, we extended our raycaster to include multiple refractions, Fresnel effects and environment mapping as shown in Figures 7 and 8.

With our simulation and rendering solutions we are able to achieve high frame rates as well as great image quality at the same time. Effectively we can reach interactive frame rates with a quarter million of particles on Platform 2 while enjoying an excellent image quality.

As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2, our CUDA based SPH implementation achieves excellent simulation and rendering rates. Table 1 lists the statistics for Platform 1, which notably on a slower GPU in comparison to [HKK07b] still demonstrates improved simulation performance. While for the simulation part [HKK07b] report 17fps for 60K and 1fps for 1M particles on an NVIDIA 8800 GTX, we achieve 16fps...
Figure 8: Simulation of a water-jet with variable particle count up to 102,000. The average rendering rate is 75fps and 18fps overall, including the physical simulation, surface particle extraction and rendering.

On the faster 8800 GTX, [ZSP08] report faster times than [HKK07b], although not only at the expense of extensive memory consumption but also at a loss of quality and accuracy since the density computation is combined with that of the pressure force, which is then updated with a delay of one frame. Though this combination about doubles the performance, the simulation can become unstable [SP08]. If we compare the simulation together with visualization we are distinctly faster than [ZSP08]: they achieve 8fps for 53k particles (8800 GTX) where we have 8fps for 75k particles (8800 GT) on a GPU with 30% less memory bandwidth and 12.5% less CUDA cores but nevertheless at a much higher image quality. In addition, considering the combined density and pressure force computation as in [ZSP08], we estimate similar physics simulation speed as [ZSP08], but even on our slower GT hardware.

Along with the results in Table 2 we can show that our approach is applicable to a few hundred thousand particles on current graphics hardware, matching or outperforming other state-of-the-art methods at a reduced GPU memory overhead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle Count</th>
<th>Physical Simulation</th>
<th>Surface Particle Extraction</th>
<th>Rendering</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16'128</td>
<td>69fps</td>
<td>213fps</td>
<td>71fps</td>
<td>28fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75'200</td>
<td>16fps</td>
<td>42fps</td>
<td>37fps</td>
<td>8fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129'024</td>
<td>9fps</td>
<td>26fps</td>
<td>27fps</td>
<td>5fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255'600</td>
<td>5fps</td>
<td>15fps</td>
<td>26fps</td>
<td>3fps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Simulation and rendering performance results for a collapsing water column on Platform 2.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a novel GPU accelerated parallel SPH simulation and rendering pipeline that achieves interactive simulation and rendering rates for particle counts of up to a quarter million on current consumer graphics hardware. We have introduced a new particle neighbor search approach in CUDA based on efficient Z-indexing which is not only computationally but also memory efficient. The spatial indexing and search method is flexible and generic, and as well can be used for fast surface particle extraction. Additionally, we have introduced a new rendering pipeline on the GPU based on the online construction of a distance field volume from the extracted surface particles, which subsequently is rendered using state-of-the-art raycasting.

The main advantages of our parallel SPH simulation are its low memory consumption compared to other grid based approaches and that it outperforms prior state-of-the-art solutions in terms of performance. Our SPH fluid rendering introduces a new fast distance field generation method for particles combined with efficient particle raycasting that supports a wide range of volume rendering and raytracing options such as flexible transfer functions, illumination and shading effects.
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